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FROM THE PRESIDENT
N THIS ISSUE OF SMALL PRINTER
you should ﬁnd the usual noces
that appear around this me of
year: among these are one inving
Branches to submit their entry for
the Rosen Award and one inving nominaons
for next year’s Execuve Council.
The Rosen Award has been presented since
1999, and is a bequest from Bernard Rosen.
Bernard was a prominent member of the
Society for many years and a very proﬁcient
engineer. He was keen to see Branches thrive
and the Award goes to the ‘best collecve
submission by a Branch’. Following a decision
by the EC a couple of years ago, every Branch
in the Society now receives a copy of every
entry. There are several Branches who enter
year a"er year, producing some very ﬁne
work, and I hope that this year’s entry is well
under way.
Every member of the Society has the
opportunity to stand for elecon to the
Execuve Council. If you disagree with the
way in which the Society is being run, or
if you would like to take an acve part in
determining the policies of the Society, this is
your chance. You will need to ﬁnd two other
members to nominate you and to second that
nominaon. EC meengs for the past several
years have seen the same familiar faces: there
is nothing intrinsically wrong with this and it
could be taken as a sign that the rest of the
membership is completely sasﬁed with the
way in which the Society is being run.
By the me of next year’s AGM I shall have
been on the EC for 24 years without a break.
I am not claiming this as a record (and I have
enjoyed most of it). I shall have occupied the
President’s posion for ﬁve of those years,
and it is me to take a break. I shall not,
therefore, be allowing my name to go forward
for nominaon next year. The EC is already
aware of this.

FROM THE EDITOR
AVING JUST RETURNED from
ten days in Canada, where I have
been vising my son in Montreal,
I have had me to consider my
responsibilies as the editor of
Small Printer. I have to admit that I have found
that the job is a lile more me consuming than
I perhaps was expecng. However, over twenty
two issues the me has really ﬂown past and I
have much enjoyed the privilege of being editor.
In this I have been extremely well served by Giles
Edwards, with whom it has been a joy to work.
With his innovave and creave design, and use
of full colour spreads throughout the magazine,
I hope that we have provided a more interesng
magazine, both in visual appeal and content.
And of course our thanks to all you members out
there who have provided us with copy. (Please
keep it coming in, coming in, coming in…we are
in connual need of more arcles and interacon with our magazine).
However, with other responsibilies and family
commitments (in three corners of the globe), I
have decided that I must now pass the editorial
baton to someone else. I have therefore
agreed with the EC that I will stand down a"er
producon of the April 2015 issue when a new
editor will take over from me. I will of course
give the new editor as much ‘hand-over’ help as
I possibly can and of course you will have Giles to
bed you in and give you the loyal support that he
has given to me.
This is a hugely rewarding job and our new
printers are most helpful. The appointment is
highly important in that it maintains the glue in
our “Society of Friends”. In many cases it is the
only contact that members have with the BPS
to keep them in touch with our society. And I
believe the magazine does its bit in aracng
new members into the society and provides PR
to many other prinng organisaons. Please let
our President know if you are a volunteer for the
editor of Small Printer.
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SOCI ETY ELECTIONS

A

*

ny eligible member may be nominated
for a position on the Executive Council to take
oﬃce from the 2014 AGM.

The seven positions available, are:
PRESIDENT, VICE-PRESIDENT,
SECRETARY, TREASURER and
THREE COUNCILLORS

ALL members of our society
will be extremely sad to hear of
the death, on Thursday 11th
September, of Liz Nelson,
MBE (9503).
A full obituary will occur in the
November issue of Small Printer.

A Nomination must be proposed and seconded
by two eligible members in accordance with
Rule 23 and sent so as to reach the
Hon. Secretary no later than
31st December 2015.
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SOCIETY AWARDS

Coles Award

The award is open to any
young person under the age
of 18. They should submit
ten copies of each of four
diﬀerent prinng specimens
that has been their own work.
Their parents or a member
of the Society may only oﬀer
supervision and should submit
details of how the work was
carried out. The winning
entry will receive a shield to
hold onto for twelve months,
along with membership of the
Society for twelve months.
All entries should be sent to
the Hon. Secretary to arrive
by 31st December 2014. The
judging will be undertaken by
the Execuve Council at its ﬁrst
meeng of 2015.

Rosen Award

The award is given for the best
publicaon printed jointly by
a Branch of the Society. The
guidelines were revised last
year as follows:
1. The prinng and ﬁnishing
of the entry should be done
enrely by members of the
branch who are paid up
members of the Society. It is
however not necessary for
every member of the Branch
to parcipate, although as
many as possible should be
involved in its producon.
2. Every sheet including the
cover should be idenﬁable
with member or press
name and BPS membership
number on either the front
or reverse.
3. Fi"een copies should be
sent to the Hon. Secretary
to arrive by 31st December
2014.
4. Claims for reimbursement of
carriage costs may be sent to
the Hon. Treasurer
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“COME IN NUMBER TWENTY-SIX YOUR TIME IS UP”
by Bob Richardson (9718)
OU MIGHT THINK IT SAFE TO
ASSUME that the onslaught of the
bulldozer has been halted in the capital,
that we have learned from our past
mistakes and posive eﬀorts are being
made to preserve the past. That is not always
the case, as opponents to the redevelopment

ampersand for £1.50 in a box of junk, as I once
did in the old market.

of London’s Smithﬁeld meat market will tell
you. A scheme to revamp the site seems set to
make the same mistakes which are evident in
Spitalﬁelds, where another of London’s great
indoor markets was gentriﬁed to the point of
being almost unrecognisable. The quirky lile
stalls selling second-hand goods, hand-made
clothes and home-cooked pies gave way to
corporate chains and expensive restaurants.
It’s a pleasant enough place to visit on a sunny
Sunday, but a coﬀee and a Danish pastry will
leave a large hole in your wallet, and you’re
unlikely to ﬁnd an aracve wooden italic

a point of throwing a glance in the direcon
of this crumbling four-storey pile each me I
passed it on a number 45 bus.
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A few miles to the west of Spitalﬁelds
market stood number 26 Blackfriars Road.
The building was of no great architectural
signiﬁcance, and had lile to commend it, but
it was like an old friend and I always made

Twenty-six Baersea Road was the longme headquarters of NATSOPA, the Naonal
Society of Operave Printers Assistants.
The trade union had a quirky name which
suggested to me that someone had come up
with an acronym and worked backwards from
there. In fact the organisaon started life as
the Printers’ Labourers Union in 1889 and was
re-named the Operave Printers Assistants
Union ten years later. In 1904 it had a further

 <                 =   

turned out to be an eastern European insult,
and so I walked on by.

Last week I went along to take a snapshot
of the building, hoping to include it in a
new batch of “London’s Leerpress Legacy”
features, but it has gone, and quite recently
by the look of it. Wooden hoardings now
surround the site and a workman was ﬁxing
these in posion when I walked by. I was
curious about what has happened to the
NATSOPA signage, but when I tried to strike
up a conversaon with the demolion worker
it quickly became apparent that his command
of English wasn’t quite up to it. I was hesitant
about using the word NATSOPA in case it
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Mergers and amalgamaons over the
decades saw the union morph into SOGAT
(Society of Graphical and Allied Trades)
but the run-down building near Baersea
Bridge retained the name of the old union
in deeply incised gold leering, cut into
the very fabric of the structure. It was
called Caxton House, for obvious reasons,
but whether the union actually occupied
the premises during the enre span of
its existence is unsure. An aempt was
made to spruce up the signage around
twenty years ago, when brassy-gold paint
was daubed over the sculpted leering.
The gilded ﬁnish was liberally-applied,
extending beyond the boundaries of the
chiseled characters, presumably with the
intenon of dying the whole thing up with
a ﬁnishing coat of black paint to carefully
surround the words. The black paint was
never applied, so the gold leering looked
smudged and amateurishly painted for
twenty years or more.

I shall miss that crumbling old pile because
it had become such a familiar sight. I’m at an
age when my dislike of change is growing,
but London has always evolved and Baersea
is no excepon. Although the spectacular
skyscraper development which is set to
replace number 26 is likely to be an eyecatching structure I doubt it will have the
quirky charm of its predecessor. Goodbye
number 26—your me is up.
7
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change of name, becoming NATSOPA. The
union grew rapidly, from just under 5,000
members in 1911 to over 25,000 in 29
branches by 1929. It eventually became one
of the most powerful and inﬂuenal unions
in the prinng trade, confronng major
employers over working poor condions
and wages from the beginning of its
existence.

The Common Press
HERE USED TO BE A LOT OF
THEM AROUND—HENCE THE
NAME. I AM NOT SURE WHEN
THEY SUPPLANTED GUTENBERG’S
ORIGINAL DESIGN OF PRINTING
PRESS, BUT IT WAS SOME TIME
IN THE 16TH CENTURY, AND SO
SUCCESSFUL WAS THE “TWO-PULL”
MECHANISM, THAT THE STYLE
ENDURED ALL THE WAY THROUGH
TO THE EARLY 19TH CENTURY WHEN
IRON TOOK OVER IN THE SHAPE OF
THE STANHOPE PRESS.
In 1978, a helpful book, “The Common
Press” by Elizabeth M Harris and Clinton
Sisson was published by the Smithsonian
Instuon in Washington DC.
Its full tle is actually “Common Press:
Being a Record, Descripon and
Delineaon of the Early
Eighteenth Century
Handpress in the
Smithsonian
Instuon”, and
its inspiraon
was the exhibit
held by the
Smithsonian,
a wooden hand
press supposed
to have been used
by Benjamin Franklin in
the 1720s during a snt as a
journeyman printer in London. The press was
studied and replicated; then the instrucons
and plans to ‘make your own’ were given.
Everything from how to cut the wood, how
to forge the iron, how to prepare the tympan
and frisket…all included.
Since then, several instuons and
individuals in the UK and elsewhere have
8

taken advantage of this ready-made research
to build their own common presses. I can
think of the Tom Paine Press in Lewes, the
replica in the Amberley Museum, and in the
USA Texas A&M University has one. There
is also an example in the Brish Library, and
a few years ago it was possible to go into
the basement there and visit a 16th century
print shop, coming away with a souvenir 16o
pamphlet. Sadly, this great enterprise fell out
of favour and the last me I visited the Library,
in August this year, the press was to be found
unloved and ignored, grudgingly given a space
round the back of the cloakroom and next
to the toilets....well, at least a lot of Library
visitors sll get to see it that way, even though
they have no idea what it is.
So if the Brish Library has no use for a
replica common press, what would
I do with one, as a private
individual living in an
ordinary house?
Perhaps many
members of
BPS have the
experience of
starng a project
that turned out
to be way bigger
than they ever
realised it would be
at the beginning. Thus
it was with me. My hobby is
re-enacng with the English Civil War
Society, and in 1994 I’d seen a press at an
event and found it fascinang. I hadn’t seen
the press since then, so I thought it would be
a great thing to revive 17th century prinng
demonstraons, and wouldn’t be treading
on anyone’s toes. My husband liked the idea
of the building project and we started out. A
re-enacng friend in Leeds had tried the idea

before, and had the remains of an aempt
at a guessed design in their basement. We
bought it from them and then realised it was
useless. Proper research was needed!
We got hold of a copy of the above book,
as well as a copy of Moxon’s “Mechanick
Exercises on the Whole Art of Prinng”. We
travelled to Antwerp to look at the wooden
presses at the Plann-Moretus
Museum. Then that
same friend in Leeds
directed us to
another friend,
in Norfolk. A
carpenter by
trade, Paddy
Murﬁ
was able
not only to
build the
wooden parts
of the press,
but adapted it so
that it would come


apart for travelling. A
  
    
blacksmith made the large
iron handle; the screw was adapted from a
Norton ﬂypress by another re-enactor who
had access to a machine shop - he bartered
the work for a second world war tent that
we happened to have. A chap interested in
leather working constructed the straps that
aach to the rounce, and the marble that lies
in the part of the press known as the 'coﬃn' ,
was, appropriately, a rejected gravestone.
All the while that this was going on, I was
also collecng trays, boxes, tools and above all
type. By a lucky chance for me, Caslon's have
their premises only a couple of miles from
my house and Roy Caslon was very helpful in
furnishing type, sundries and valuable advice.
I also applied for help to Small Printer and
I was given a large chase which came from
Devon but had originated in South Africa.
Many others have helped and encouraged me,
including two former members of the English

Civil War Society who were also members of
BPS: Tony Mugridge and Robert ProtheroJones, who is the owner of the "Free Press"
that was my original inspiraon in the 1990s.
The press came out for the ﬁrst me at a
re-enactment event at the Royal Gunpowder
Mills in 2009. However, it is only this year that
I have been able to use the press at home;
our old shed was in disrepair and
my husband built a new
workshop for me on
the spot, a"er
pulling down
the old
shed and
evicng
the giant
frog who
was living
under the
ﬂoor. At
the me of
wring I am
preparing to take
part in Her\ordshire
  

 '      
Open Studios, an annual
event where local arsts can showcase
their work in their own homes. In order to
prepare for this, we took the year oﬀ from
historical re-enacng in 2014, but will return
to Civil War 'baling' next year, when we hope
to have the press working, somemes under
canvas, at Forty Hall in Enﬁeld , Chippenham
in Wiltshire, and Aardvark Books at Brampton
Bryan, Herefordshire. If any BPS members
encounter our display, please don't hesitate
to bring out your cricisms, as it's sll a work
in progress, and I think I will carry on learning
about prinng unl the end of my life. Special
thanks to my helpers John Land at Amberley,
who was very encouraging.
www.pressgenepy.com
I will have the press at the parish church at Thaxted
(Essex) for their Christmas Craft Fair on Saturday
18th October. Hours 10-4.
9

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
TYPOGRAPHIC CURIOSITIES
Dear Editor, A sucker for an unusual face
I couldn't resist a 16A fount of 12 pt type
adversed by John Grice in a magniﬁcent
type catalogue (I don't think there were
more than ten copies) last year. He had
been unable to idenfy it; nor could any of
my chums. I now know this is because none
of us, unlike you, had the 1914 Stephenson
Blake catalogue but then I did what I
always do in such a situaon: ask David
Wakeﬁeld of the 23Press. He immediately
(as he always does) named it as 'Athenian
Expanded'!

And here you are, close to asphyxiang,
burning and generally abrading yourself
cleaning up a fount of the stuﬀ (and the
case?!). There's lile more to be said
except that I have printed with it and
aach a scan of my eﬀorts. I leave it to
you to decide whether you will now run a
compeon to ﬁnd anyone who can come
up with any reason to like the 'H'!

Miles Wigﬁeld

10
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NAME THE PRESS? 20

WANTED
would be interested in buying

Display fonts or wood
letter
We are committed to letterpress printers
and keen to purchase any interesting fonts.
We are currently looking for a
large Albion or Columbian Press.
Please contact: Graham Bignell
Tel: 020 7729 3161

www.new-north-press.co.uk

This month we divert from press to ﬁnishing
equipment. This ingenious piece of kit could
be bought for £6.6s in 1914. What does it
do and has anyone used a machine like this?
Answers sent by the 10th of the month to the:
editor@bpsnet.org.uk or sparcles@
hotmail.co.uk.
There were no replies to the Name the Press
No.19. It was in fact a Britannia Platen, built by
Furnival and Co. in Manchester and adversed
in the Stephenson Blake Catalogue of 1914
for £106 'It is built to produce the ﬁnest halftone and three colour work, with extra strong
impression to withstand the heaviest formes,
and to execute embossing work. Special
features are great strength of impression,
perfect distribuon, instantaneous check to
inking rollers, and check to inking fountain
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PAPER SUPPLIES
PAPER & BOARD FOR PRINTING AVAILABLE
AT COMPETITIVE PRICES
SPECIAL OFFER & BRANDED STOCK
LIST AVAILABLE ON REQUEST
DELIVERIES POSSIBLE WITHIN 120 MILES
Lower Walsall Street, Wolverhampton WV1 2ES

EMAIL: WDGHILLIER@GMAIL.COM
TEL: 07984 363819 / 0792 7766799
Credit card payment available

12
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ALL MEMBERSHIP
RENEWALS currently £27
for UK, £42 for Overseas, or
noﬁcaons for change of
address, email or telephone
numbers should be sent to
the Membership Secretary:
MARGARET ROOKES,
57 CRAISTON WAY,
GREAT BADDOW,
CHELMSFORD
CM2 8ED
Please make any cheques
payable to the
‘Brish Prinng Society’.

             .     :  .   !!

THE EAGLE HAS LANDED
BLACKPOOL’S OLDEST PRINTING HOUSE,
Moulton Prinng, has brought a lile bit of
history to life through the restoraon of a 150
year old prinng press.
The Columbian press, also known as an ‘Eagle
Press’ due to the large American Bald Eagle
perched on the top of the machine, is now on
display at Moulton Prinng on Highﬁeld Road
a"er undergoing a £4,000 restoraon.
Invented by American George E. Clymer in
1813, the Eagle Press was designed to allow
a whole newspaper page to be printed in a
single press.
Cassandra Moulton, Director of Moulton
Prinng, says: “The restoraon of our Eagle
Press has brought the machine back to life.
It’s uncovered the fascinang symbolic detail
woven into the Victorian decoraon. It is by
far the most lavishly decorated of the old
hand presses.”
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On the anque press the American eagle
perches deﬁantly with outstretched wings
and open beak on the main counterbalance
lever. In its talons, it clutches a thunderbolt,
represenng war, the olive branch of peace
and the cornucopia, or Horn of Plenty,
signifying prosperity. Also included in the
ornamentaon is the caduceus, the winged
staﬀ and intertwined serpents of Hermes,
the messenger of the ancient Greek Gods.
Taken together all these elements signify the
power of the printed word and its role in our
civilisaon.
The Eagle Press is now on permanent display
at Moulton Prinng, 132 Highﬁeld Road,
Blackpool and available for members of the
public to view.
13
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Publishing Group Bundle
by John Easson (2959)

– June/July 2014 –

Ron Prosser has stepped down from long
service as PG chair, having produced a
newletter for each bundle giving a brief
description and comment on the prvious
month’s items throughout his period in ofice,
and so his newsletter has ceased. In reviving
the old practice of describing the PG bundle
in Small Printing the intention is to partially
ill the gap, and perhaps encourage other
members to consider joining the PG.

HE BUNDLE has usually been
monthly, but as the number of items
can vary, the decision has been
made to make it bi-monthly, to economise
on postage. The June/July bundle is thus a
large one, with no less than sixteen items,
and so I will have to be forgiven if I skip brieﬂy
over some pieces, not to indicate they are
less worthy, but to avoid taking up too much
space. I also plead indulgence from readers if I
get any facts wrong, or you disageee violently
with my comments—I make no claims to being
more than an interested observer, with some
experience of parcipang, of the generous
contribuons of skill, me, eﬀort and thought
that others have put in and donated for PG
members’ enjoyment. PG members come with
all sorts of levels of skill in all sorts of aspects
of contribung: the bundle is not limited to
those of a certain ability, only to those who
are willing to contribute, and many a beginner
puts in as much eﬀort—indeed o"en more
—than the more seasoned hand; which I and I
am sure others, appreciate.
Several old hands provide some of the items.
Amongst them is Ron Prosser himself, with
a laser printer item based on old Victorian
‘animated’ card design and methods,
complete will pull-tab reveal of the ‘punch-

14

line’ picture. Meculously made and using
period colour picture frames and leering, it
shows splendid mastery of an old style. Mike
Elliston reproduces an old bus cket from the
days of conductors and their pre-printed card
ckets and hand punches, and adds a detailed
informave discussion of the problems and

was meant to be a Convenon Keepsake, but
got mislaid en route.
I use the very old Granjon ﬂeurons on my
sheet and Paul
Hatcher uses
them too on his
card showing
Stephenson
Blake’s Verona
face very
elegantly printed.
Whilst my use is
convenonal, Paul
cleverly uses the
ﬂeurons to create
a much more
ﬂowing eﬀect:
these old designs
are incredibly
adaptable.
Decoraon in
a much more
exuberant style,
using several sizes
of wood leer,
printed leerpress
with just enough
impression to
let the natural
textures show,
in bright pillarbox red ink,
appears on The
Semple Press’s
leaﬂet “Grrrrrr!”
poinng out that
‘Leerpress’ is
a process, not
some of the
things that people
misguidedly think
it means. The use of Modern No.20 with its
ﬁne serifs and sharp shapes for the text sits
nicely in contrast with the chunky blunt woodleer designs.
15

– June/July 2014 –

methods involved in the original prinng of
such ckets, even if he can’t answer all the
quesons he raises. Bob Richardson supplies a
facsimile of an 1873 railway handbill for a day
excursion, full
of interesng
details. Alan
Brignall
contributes
a leerpress
handy calendar
sheet for
September
1752, which
obviously
missed that
month’s bundle,
interesngly
using the
stock calendar
month sets in a
diﬀerent layout
with the day
names spaced
out down the
side, and Ron
Rookes provides
Pawprints
Snippets No.7
showing oﬀ
his experse
in digital work
with a colourful
play using
seven leer
styles in holiday
mood. Finally I
contribute my
33rd posterform type
sample, in this
case of classic
Roman faces, and a reminder about next
year’s convenon dates (10-12 April) in joke
form of an old tear-oﬀ daily calendar, which

– June/July 2014 –

Three new members appear, and Roger
Broadbelt provides a substanal A5 booklet
about Robin Hood, with Hot-foil on the

cover, printed inkjet, complete with a leaﬂet
giving technical details (always of interest
to fellow-printers). Quite apart from the
interesng content—the booklet is full of
informaon—this is a complex producon
with a lovely full-colour frame in illuminated
manuscript style on the tle page. George
Webb also provides two pieces, both
leerpress, but both two-colour, and though
small, full of interest and very well printed.
Both use interesng stock to good eﬀect, the
‘Prop Card’ (an amateur printer’s version of
a business card, in a tradional format) using
a large ‘B’ printed in orange ink to match the
ﬂecks of orange in the card. The other card
giving two deﬁnions of old prinng terms
(ones I’d never heard of) has two frames of
an old ﬂeuron, but used most interesngly
to give neat corners in a design not provided
with suitable corner-pieces. He also uses
two large leers in wonderfully awful Homer
from the old Haddon foundry. He promises
more to follow, and I look forward to them.
Finally, Christopher Brinson puts in two
16

cards using several familiar old Adana stock
blocks, now collectors’ items, and printed
in suitably matching typefaces and style. Oh
good, someone else has got the
leerpress bug, and it will be
interesng to see how his work
evolves. His pieces show every
sign of enthusiasm. Give me
that ﬁrst, I’ve seen many a piece
of well-printed ‘design’ that’s
just uninspired and uninspiring.
I hope I’m not maligning him
by reading into his work that
he is newer to leerpress than
George—I’m just sorry I’m too

far away to be likely to be able to pop in and
meet him at his press.
Alan Brignull also provides an extra treat,
some spare sheets from the internaonal
joint publicaon ‘It’s A Small World’ by various
printers.

D
DI
I ARY
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7th October ......... Maidenhead Branch
Dorothy Sydenham, Thame: Branch AGM
29th October ....... Dorset Branch
Meeng 4pm
19th November ... Dorset Branch
Meeng 4pm
19th November ... South Wales Branch
A return visit to Swansea to see Steph’s
display with possibly an opportunity to
produce a printed piece for the Publishing
Group
13th December ... Dorset Branch
Meeng 4pm

 
" 
If you are new to the Society and want to ﬁnd out
about your local Branch, or if you want to start up
a new Branch in your area, please contact:

Bob Edwards Tel: 01252 615439 or
email: vicepresident@bpsnet.org.uk

GROW A BRANCH
IN YOUR AREA !
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RE INKI NG DOT MATR I X R IBBONS
John Miller (8956)
WHO CAN RESIST A BARGAIN ON EBAY? As I’m
sure many of you are all aware, not me! So when, a
couple of months ago, a ‘wet-ribbon’ re-inker came
up for sale, I just had to have a bid.

As it happened, there wasn't much interest shown
in the aucon, so I ‘won’ this quite unique bit of
kit for the ﬁrst and only bid of £4.99! Dee WAS
impressed (NOT)! She doesn’t seem to share my
excitement for these wonderful Ebay treasurers!

I had ‘found’ some suitable ink which I hoped to
use, even thought it was old (30 years plus) and
perhaps past its best, but I was happy to give it a
go. The manual that accompanied the machine
stated that it will re-ink quickly, cleanly and
eﬃciently, most dot matrix printer (connuous loop)
cartridges. There are 3 se}ng to accommodate the
various widths of the ribbons which need re-inking,
which range from 9-30 mm and they are changed
by turning the wheel on the front of the machine.
This also houses the ink ‘well’. The ribbon is passed
across the outer surface of the inkwell at its lowest
point. The ink is able to pass to the ribbon through
nozzle holes, where it is absorbed into the ribbon
fabric.

I’d never come across this machine before, in fact,
I’d not even heard of it, but when it duly arrived, I
thought the best thing to do would be to clean up
any residue of old ink that remained, by soaking in
warm soapy water.

An electric motor, within the case, drives,
backwards or forwards, a metal output drive-sha",
rotang at 25 rpm which turns the ribbon within the
cartridge. There were various adapters which came
with the original purchase.

It seemed to be most fortuitous, because I was
aempng to write a one-liner BASIC program
to print a large sign for my grandson’s birthday
and I had found that the ink ribbon on my OKI
Microline-80 was so faint, it was almost illegible!

Well, as you can most likely guess, the ﬁrst problem
I encountered was that a"er not being used for
18

30ish years, the ink le" in the inkwell had set like
concrete conveniently blocking up all the nozzle
holes too! Added to that, the front of the ‘wheel’,
did not want to follow instrucons and quong the
manual: “to remove the whole inkwell from the
wet-ribbon, ﬁrmly hold the case and grasping the
front of the wheel, pull it ﬁrmly forwards”.
In the end, I had to remove the back and start
pushing! A combinaon of dried ink and rather sﬀ
plasc seemed to be the main problem. However,
with a lile, gentle pressure from the back, out
popped the wheel and I set about cleaning it. Once
it was cleaned up, I replaced the wheel, closed up
the machine and reﬁlled the inkwell. The second
problem, which you might have already guessed
was that the OKI ML80 didn’t have a cartridge
ribbon, but 2 spools just like a normal typewriter!
So, what to do! I decided that if I could devise a
method of spooling the ribbon one-way, by placing

the empty spool on the drive sha", I could just
run the procedure, swap the spools over when
completed and keep running the process again. So
with the help of a heavy block of metal, a magnet
aached to a ‘bulldog’ clip and a modiﬁed paper
clip to hold the full spool, I set the system running.

To be fair, the machine performed faultlessly and
allowing for the age of the ink, I was very pleased
with the outcome. I only ran the inking process 3
mes, as it meant waing for the take up spool to
be full and then swapping the spools around.
I have asked on the BPS forum web-page if it is sll
possible to obtain ‘proper’ re-inking ink, but as yet,
the best suggeson has been to use the ink which is
suitable for a manual ‘numerator’. With a cartridge,
the manual recommends a 45 minutes running me
when re-inking. As a cartridge ribbon is a connuous
loop, it will keep passing under the inking nozzles,
so you can just sit back and let the whole process
take its course. However, I recommend keeping an
eye on the process just in case the ribbon starts to
twist or some other problem arises.
I would also recommend that you wear a pair of
plasc gloves, as the ink seems to have the knack
of ge}ng everywhere, and whatever you do, make

sure you stand the whole setup on an old cloth or
towel when running the re-inking process.
Just to show you how a ribbon cassee is seated in
the machine when being re-inked, here is a photo of
an Epson rx80 ribbon cassee.
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BRANCH REPORTS
DORSET BRANCH # AUGUST
WE WERE PLEASED TO WELCOME George
Webb and Suzanne from Devon, to this
meeng. As our meengs now start at 4.00 pm,
it means they can aend and then get home in
a reasonable me during the evening.

along with the machine and one of these had
a corner broken oﬀ. The material reminded
me of the composion material that was used
to produce rollers unl polyurethene became
popular.

Pat's blocks were a set of copper and wood
engravings of machinery mounted on wood
block, which could have originated around the
turn of the century. They were all connected
with one company and looked as if they could
have been used to produce a catalogue.
Jean spent the meeng taking pulls from the
blocks and it was then possible to get a beer
idea of what they may have been used for,
although we could only guess at some of them.

This meeng saw the results from two of our
members, who had been buying on Ebay.
Win Armand Smith had bought a small Rejaﬁx
machine and Pat Swadling once again showed
another collecon of prinng blocks.
The Rejaﬁx had a movable prinng pad along
with various other aachments. With some of
these, we were not sure where they belonged
on the machine. We were interested in the
pad which the machine can print onto, as it
was fairly so". There was some extra pads
20

H nts & T ps
AT A BPS CONVENTION IN LINCOLN, many years ago, I remember asking the
late Bernard Rosen how to score. I had at that time, never heard of scoring matrix.
This explanation comes from Marty Brown's excellent book
'A 21st century guide to the LETTERPRESS BUSINESS'–ed
IF YOU PLAN to go into the card business, you may want to use your press for
scoring, or creasing the cards. This is easily accomplished on a platen press.
You will need scoring rule and something called scoring matrix which is a
thin strip of plastic with a groove or channel down the centre into which the
scoring rule its snugly.



FIRST, remove the rollers from the press.



PREPARE the platen with tympan and pressboard as you would for an
ordinary print job.



CUT a length of scoring rule longer than the sheet you need to score.



CUT a length of scoring matrix a little bit longer than the scoring rule.



LOCK up the scoring rule in the chase.



ATTACH the scoring matrix to the scoring rule. The scoring matrix has a
rubber-like channel that grips around the edges of the rule.



YOU might have to wiggle it to get it on the rule.



THE back side of the scoring matrix is flat and has a removable strip of
adhesive. Once the matrix is firmly attached to the rule, take an XActoblade and peel off the backing of the adhesive.



CLOSE the press and open it again. The scoring matrix should now be
firmly affixed to the tympan.



FOLD a sheet of make-ready so you have a crease in the position where you
want the score to be. Unfold the make-ready sheet and align the crease to
the scoring matrix.



USE a pencil to mark the position of the sheet, then insert your gauge pins.



TRY feeding a few sheets of make-ready. When you dose the press, the
scoring rule will make contact with the scoring matrix, creating a dean
score mark in the paper.



FINE-TUNE the alignment as you would any print job, to make sure the
score is straight.



THE indent of the score should be on the outside of the sheet to be folded,
to help prevent cracking of the paper.



THE same technique can be used for perforation. Simply replace the
scoring rule with perforating rule.

MEMBERSHIP
" :
10747 MOESBY, Mr A. 8 Alexandra Street,
Victoria Garesﬁeld, Rowlands Gill. NE39 2JB
10748 LEMON, Mr T. 65 Brights Avenue,
Rainham. RM13 9NW
10749 BIGNELL, Mr G. New North Press, 45
Coronet Street, London. N1 6HD
10750 KNIGHT, Mr I. 90 Fouracre Crescent,
Downend, Bristol. BS16 6PU
    :
10540 LALLJIE, Mr R. Flat11 Emery House, 20
Turfpits Lane, Birmingham. B23 5DP
  :
10211 Mr A. Kelly

SMALL ADS
  :
Original inner and outer tympan complete with
counterbalance weight, for Albion/Columbian Press
Outside measure 19 1/4 x 14 1/4"
Inside measure 17 x 12"
Also for sale, a Adana Treadle platen
Reply to Geoﬀ at banghule@bnternet.com

LETTERPRESS
EQUIPMENT WANTED
Adana 8x5's or similar
also type
CAS H ON N S.E.England Area

COLLECT
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IO

0844 4484386

RISOGRAPH DIGITAL PRINTER
SIMPLE – FAST – COST-EFFECTIVE
New & Refurbished Machines always available
SERVICE – INK – MASTERS

T

02380 330611 E sales@appleoffice.co.uk
www.appleoffice.co.uk

COLOUR
COPIERS
ALWAYS
AVAILABLE

LETTERPRESS POLYMER
BLOCKMAKING
24 Hour service. SAE for brochure to:

Peacock, 6 William Street,
Berkhamstead, Herts. HP4 2EL
Tel. 01442 872956

7$%
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